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Non-Technical Summary 

 
In this paper, we investigate the bidding behavior in Austrian Treasury bond auctions and 
analyze the role of competition on their outcome. Over the world, many countries issue 
treasury securities by auctions to raise money for government expenditures. The auction 
mechanisms used vary across countries. In Austria, a discriminatory auction format is used. This 
means that winning bidders pay their bid on shares won. Other countries like the US use a 
uniform auction format. As in a discriminatory auction, the uniform auction aggregates bids to 
find the market clearing price, but bidders pay the market clearing price for all units they 
purchase. 
 
Before Austria joined the European Union in 1995, only Austrian banks were allowed to 
participate in Austrian Treasury auctions. Afterwards, international banks were admitted as 
well. This change in law provided an exogenous increase in the number of banks participating 
in the bidding process. Before 1995, 13 bidders participated in Austrian treasury auctions on 
average. This number increased to almost 25 between 1997 and 2008.  
 
The effect of the number of competitors on the level of competition and market outcomes is a 
long standing question in Industrial Organization. It is reflected in Selten (1973)’s finding that 
“four are few and six are many” referring to the number of firms that separates a small group 
of firms from a large one. While there is also further evidence from laboratory experiments (e.g. 
Huck et al. (2004)), only little research was done on non-experimental data where the number 
of firms can be viewed as having changed exogenously. The advantage of our analysis is that 
there are no concerns regarding the endogeneity of participation of bidders as the change in 
the number of bidders is driven by an exogenous change in the institutional environment. 
 
By employing the resampling techniques suggested in Hortaçsu and McAdams (2010) and Kastl 
(2011), we are able to obtain estimates of bidders’ valuations of the auctioned bonds. We argue 
that banks have idiosyncratic shocks to their liquidity needs due to deposit flows and the 
corresponding reserve requirements. Thus, we assume that these shocks are independent 
conditional on observed macro and secondary market conditions. Based on the estimates of 
banks’ valuations, we examine the surplus obtained by bidders in the two different time 
periods. We also decompose the change in surplus resulting from increased competition into a 
strategic effect, due to more aggressive bidding, and a statistical effect, resulting from the 
larger number of draws of bidder valuations. Finally, we run counterfactuals that evaluate the 
efficiency of the auction mechanism. For the empirical analysis, we use data containing all bids 
submitted by each bidder between February 1991 and May 2008.  
 
In addition, we run difference-in-difference regressions. We obtained German government 
bond yields from Bloomberg. Before the introduction of the euro we observe a convergence 
process showing that Austrian government bond yields exhibit a similar pattern as the yields 
from countries such as Germany, France or the Netherlands. We chose German bonds because 
they are the most liquid instrument in euro so that it was feasible to find a close match for 



every Austrian bond. This was not possible for the bonds of other countries more similar to 
Austria in size like the Netherlands. We identified German bonds as being as close as possible 
to the Austrian bonds in terms of time to maturity. To capture the macroeconomic conditions, 
we also include consumer price index and GDP growth for Austria and Germany from the 
OECD. 
 
We find that the Austrian government benefited from increased competition in the bidding 
process for its debt issues as surplus left to bidding banks was reduced by about three basis 
points or eighty percent (corresponding to 0.7 million euros per auction). The decomposition of 
this change in surplus into a strategic effect and a statistical effect shows that the pure 
statistical effect can only account for half of the reduction in surplus.  
 
We also compare the structural estimates with results from difference-in-difference estimates 
that treat EU accession as a quasi-experiment. The difference-in-difference estimates find a 
much larger effect suggesting that EU accession leads to a 50 basis point reduction in yields. 
We show with our structural estimates that bidders’ valuations increased after EU accession. 
The difference-in-difference estimates do not take this into account. Relying solely on a 
reduced form approach would thus overestimate the effect of increased competition.  
 
Finally, we examine how increased competition has affected the efficiency of the auction 
mechanism. We ask how the discriminatory auction performs in terms of revenue (interest paid 
and funds raised) and surplus (left to bidders) relative to the widespread alternative 
mechanism, namely a uniform auction. Whether a discriminatory auction is superior to a 
uniform auction has been a long standing debate in the literature. Theoretically, these auction 
formats cannot be ranked (see e.g. Ausubel et al. (2015)) and it therefore becomes an empirical 
question. We use our estimates to perform counterfactuals along the lines of Hortaçsu and 
McAdams (2010) to illustrate the effect of changing the format to a hypothetical uniform 
auction. We show that this alternative format would have increased government revenue 
before EU accession. With increased competition, the choice of auction format plays a much 
smaller role in terms of both revenue and allocative efficiency, but from a government’s 
perspective the discriminatory auction would be slightly better. 
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1 Introdution

To issue treasury seurities by autions is a ommonmethod to raise money for government

expenditures in many ountries over the world. The aution mehanisms used vary aross

ountries. In this study, we analyze the bidding behavior in Austrian Treasury bond

autions, using data ontaining all bids submitted by eah bidder between February 1991

and May 2008.

The empirial literature on seurity autions has foused on the question of the appro-

priate aution design (uniform versus disriminatory, see Fevrier et al. (2004), Hortaçsu

and MAdams (2010), Kastl (2011)) and the informational environment (independent

private versus a�liated/ommon values, see Hortaçsu and Kastl (2012)). While our mod-

eling and estimation approah follows losely the aforementioned papers, this paper asks

a di�erent question. We examine to what extent the inreased ompetition resulting from

EU aession a�eted aution performane.

Before Austria's EU aession, only Austrian banks were allowed to partiipate in

Austrian Treasury Autions. EU aession in 1995 led to an exogenous inrease in the

number of banks partiipating in the bidding proess. While on average 13 bidders par-

tiipated in Austrian treasury autions before 1995, this number inreased to almost 25

between 1997 and 2008. By employing the resampling tehniques suggested in Hortaçsu

and MAdams (2010) and Kastl (2011) we obtain estimates of bidders' valuations of the

autioned bonds. Based on these estimates, we examine the surplus obtained by bidders

in the two di�erent time periods. We �nd that the Austrian government bene�ted from

inreased ompetition in the bidding proess for its debt issues as surplus left to bidding

banks was redued by about three basis points or eighty perent (orresponding to 0.7

million euro per aution). We deompose the hange in surplus resulting from inreased

ompetition into a strategi e�et, due to more aggressive bidding, and a statistial e�et,

resulting from the larger number of draws of bidder valuations. We �nd that the pure

statistial e�et an only aount for half of the redution in surplus. We also ompare
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the strutural estimates with results from di�erene-in-di�erene estimates that treat EU

aession as a quasi-experiment. The di�erene-in-di�erene estimates �nd a muh larger

e�et suggesting that EU aession lead to a 50 basis point redution in yields. We show

with our strutural estimates that bidders' valuations inreased after EU aession. The

di�erene-in-di�erene estimates do not take this into aount. Relying solely on a re-

dued form approah would thus overestimate the e�et of inreased ompetition. Finally,

we use our estimates to perform ounterfatuals along the lines of Hortaçsu and MAdams

(2010) to illustrate the e�et of hanging the format to a hypothetial uniform aution.

We show that this alternative format would have inreased government revenue before EU

aession. With inreased ompetition, the hoie of aution format plays a muh smaller

role, both in terms of revenue as well as alloative e�ieny, but from a government's

perspetive the disriminatory aution would be slightly better.

How the number of ompetitors a�ets the level of ompetition and market outomes

more broadly is a long standing question. See for instane Weiss (1989)'s review of the

e�et of the number of �rms on market prie. The question is re�eted in Selten (1973)'s

�nding that �four are few and six are many� referring to the number of �rms that separates

a small group of �rms from a large one. This has been followed by a series of laboratory ex-

periments (e.g. Huk et al. (2004)), but only little researh was done on non-experimental

data where the number of �rms an be viewed as having hanged exogenously. Closely

related to our work is the analysis of entry into loal markets by Bresnahan and Reiss

(1991), who �nd that ompetitive ondut hanges quikly as the number of inumbents

inreases with inreasing market size. The advantage in our analysis is that there are

no onerns regarding the endogeneity of partiipation of bidders as the hange in the

number of bidders is driven by an exogenous hange in the institutional environment.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 desribes the institutional

environment of Austrian treasury autions. We desribe the data, provide evidene of the

inreased ompetition on the outomes of Austrian treasury autions and results from
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di�erene-in-di�erene regressions. Setion 3 presents the bidding model and estimation

tehnique as well as estimation results. Setion 4 presents our analysis of the e�et of

ompetition on bidder surplus, the aution format and e�ieny. Setion 5 onludes.

2 Austrian Treasury Autions

Sine 1991 Austrian Treasury bonds have been sold through sealed, multiple-bid, disrim-

inatory yield tenders or prie autions. Treasury autions are organized by the Oesterre-

ihishe Kontrollbank AG (OeKB). OeKB holds the autions on behalf of the Austrian

Treasury (Oesterreihishe Bundes�nanzierungsagentur � OeBFA), the debt management

o�e of the Republi of Austria. New bonds may be issued through yield tenders, prie

autions or through a syndiate of banks. Whereas new issues prevailed in the 1990s, trea-

sury poliy now fouses on reopening existing instruments to enhane their liquidity. New

seurities are issued only oasionally (one or two issues per year) to lose gaps in traded

maturities. In the reent past these seurities were issued through a syndiate of banks.

In 2001, the OeBFA swithed from using yield tenders to prie autions when reopen-

ing an existing instrument. Partiipation in these autions is managed by the OeBFA.

Banks meeting ertain requirements in terms of apital, number of employees, number

of branhes, and trading volume in euro-denominated government bonds are eligible to

apply for partiipation. Upon approval by the OeBFA, bidders not only may, but must

submit ompetitive bids in every aution. The identity of urrently approved banks is

publi information through the OeKB.

Treasury autions are held approximately every six weeks. At the end of the alendar

year, a preliminary shedule for the oming year is published. One week before eah au-

tion, the OeBFA announes the harateristis of the bond to be autioned, i.e. maturity,

planned issue size, and in the ase of new issues, oupon size and date. Competitive bids

must be submitted eletronially between 10:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. on the aution day

(usually a Tuesday). The issuer has the right to reall the aution until noon.
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The bids must be submitted in denominations of euro 1 million or a multiple thereof

ontaining the yield or the prie at whih the bidder is prepared to aept the nominal

amount. Multiple bids are allowed. Bids may be modi�ed and submitted up to the

deadline as often as desired. The minimum total volume an approved bank is obliged

to bid orresponds to the issue size announed by the issuer divided by the number of

aution partiipants. The maximum volume a bank is allowed to bid amounts to 100% of

the total issue size; in the ase of an issue size of euro 1 billion or above the upper limit for

bids is 30% of the total issue size. Austrian Treasury autions are disriminatory autions,

whih means that winning bidders pay their bid on shares won. This is in ontrast to the

other prevalent format, uniform-prie autions in whih all winning bidders pay the same

prie per unit. We will revisit the role of the aution format in Setion 4.

The aution proedure also allows for nonompetitive bids. Nonompetitive bids are

quantity bids at a prie that is equal to the quantity-weighted average of the winning

ompetitive bids. The partiipating banks have the right, but not the obligation, to

submit nonompetitive bids at every aution. The quantity of bonds that bidders may

demand depends on the weighted average of the ompetitive awards of the two preeding

autions. As illustrated in Elsinger and Zulehner (2007), nonompetitive bids play a small

role with less than 2% of total issue size being alloated through nonompetitive bids. We

will therefore abstrat from the option of submitting nonompetitive bids in the strutural

model.

1

2.1 Data

Our dataset was provided by the OeBFA and the OeKB, and ontains all bids submitted

by eah bidder as well as the results in 153 Austrian Treasury autions over the period

from February 1991 to May 2008. For eah aution, we know the bid shedule of eah

1

Nonompetitive bids are ommon in treasury autions in several ountries, although the exat rules

regarding alloation and timing of submission of bids vary. While they do play a minor role in the

eventual alloation, the option of purhasing at the average prie may a�et the bidding behavior and

hene bias our results of valuations.
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bidder and the winning alloation for eah bidder. We also have information on volume

and maturity of the bond. Sine the OeBFA moved from yield tenders to prie autions

in 2001, we onverted bids observed after 2001 into annual yields using information on

oupon size, oupon dates, and maturity.

2

We will estimate the marginal valuations in

terms of yields, but for illustrative purposes, will use reverse axis sales.

We omplement the aution data with seondary market yields obtained from Bloom-

berg. Due to the limited liquidity in the seondary market for Austrian bonds in the

early period, information on seondary market yields was only available from the 15th

aution (Otober 1992) on. For our di�erene-in-di�erene estimates, we also obtained

German government bond yields from Bloomberg. We identi�ed German bonds as lose

as possible to the Austrian Bonds in terms of time to maturity. To apture the maroe-

onomi onditions, we also inlude onsumer prie index and GDP growth for Austria

and Germany from the OECD.

Our hoie of German government bonds is based on the following onsideration. As

Figure 1 reveals the 10-year government bond interest rates move together aross all EU

ountries. This is of ourse partiularly true for the period from the introdution of the

euro to August 2007 when the �rst signs of the �nanial markets risis appeared. Before

the introdution of the euro we observe a onvergene proess showing that Austrian

government bond yields exhibit a similar pattern as the yields from ountries suh as

Germany, Frane or the Netherlands. The hoie of German bonds is due to them being

the most liquid instrument in euro and it therefore being feasible to �nd a lose math for

every Austrian bond. This was not possible for other ountries more similar to Austria

in size like the Netherlands.

In Table 1 we report summary statistis. In olumn (1), we report the mean values

and standard deviations of our variables for all autions. In Column (2), we exlude

2

The reverse is not possible, beause with yield tenders only the issue size and maturity were an-

nouned. The oupon rate was determined after eah suh aution by rounding to the nearest one eight

of the stop-out yield.
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Figure 1: Development of Government Bond Yields in Europe, 1993-2006
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autions from the period 1995 to 1997. These years haraterize the transition following

Austria's EU aession in 1995 during whih the number of bidders steadily inreased.

We also exlude the �rst fourteen autions, beause we ould not identify information on

seondary market yields. In Columns (3) and (4), we report the summary statistis for

autions before 1995 and for autions after 1997. It an already be seen, that there was

a substantial inrease in the number of bidders, and that the average yield in Austria

dropped by 25 basis points more than in Germany (a drop from 6.87 to 4.43 relative to a

drop from 6.52 to 4.33).

2.2 Inrease in Bidder Numbers due to EU Aession

Austria's �nanial markets have beome substantially more exposed to ompetition from

abroad in the ontext of EU aession in 1995. Only in 1991 apital ontrols were removed.

By transposing relevant European diretives and reommendations into national law, the
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Table 1: Summary statistis

(1) (2) (3) (4)

full full

a
pre

a
post

Variable w/o 95-97

Number of bidders 20.20 22.21 12.79 24.77

(5.64) (5.02) (0.41) (1.03)

Number of winning bidders 13.36 13.56 11.42 14.15

(3.81) (4.11) (1.21) (4.43)

Volume (EUR Bn) 0.91 0.98 0.62 1.08

(0.44) (0.46) (0.15) (0.47)

Coverage Ratio 2.62 2.72 2.07 2.89

(0.86) (0.90) (0.49) (0.90)

Number of bids/bidder 5.03 4.52 6.85 3.88

(2.03) (1.45) (1.19) (0.62)

Maximum of number of bids 11.19 10.78 16.25 9.28

(4.69) (4.24) (4.34) (2.74)

HHI (Bids) 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.06

(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

HHI (Winning Bids) 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

(0.08) (0.09) (0.02) (0.10)

Time to Maturity 9.60 10.01 7.74 10.63

(5.36) (5.71) (2.37) (6.19)

Stop-out Yield (%) 5.51 4.96 6.89 4.43

(1.54) (1.23) (0.81) (0.68)

Average Winning Yield (%) 5.50 4.95 6.87 4.43

(1.53) (1.23) (0.80) (0.68)

German Yields (%) 5.34 4.80 6.52 4.33

(1.45) (1.11) (0.78) (0.62)

Number of Observations 153 112 24 88

Note: This table reports the mean values of all our variables. Standard deviations are in parentheses

below. Column (1) inludes all autions. Column (2) exludes the transition period 1995 to 1997.

Column (3) inludes only autions before 1995 and Column (4) only autions after 1997.

a
Exludes �rst

14 autions.

"Finanzmarktanpassungsgesetz", passed in 1993 was instrumental. It ontained a new

Banking At whih provided for freedom of establishment and freedom of ross-border

servie.

3

These provisions have resulted in a substantial inreased presene of EU based

banks in Austria (with EU subsidiaries holding almost 20% of total bank assets).

From 1991 to 1996 there were between 12 to 15 bidders per aution. Until the end of

1994 only Austrian banks were permitted to bid. EU Commonmarket regulations required

3

For details see Washizek (2005).
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opening partiipation in the bidding proess for all European banks. As a onsequene,

the number of bidders inreased to an average of almost 25 bidders in the years to follow.

At the end of our sample there were 25 approved bidders, of whih only six were Austrian.

The top panel in Figure 2 shows the evolution of the number of bidders over time.

We plotted a vertial line when Austria joined the European Union in January 1995 and

a seond vertial line in January 1998 when the inrease in the number of bidders ame

to an end. Although the approval of foreign banks started in 1995, we observe a sharp

inrease in the number of bidders only later in our sample. The reason for the late inrease

is that although in 1995 three foreign banks were admitted some Austrian banks merged.

In 1996, one additional foreign bank was admitted, in 1997, there were nine additional

foreign banks, and in 1998 four additional foreign banks. Afterwards, there were one to

two entrants per year, and some further banks exited due to mergers.

4

We thus assume

that the transition proess is �nished by the end of 1997 and in our further analysis we

drop the observations for the years 1995-1997. The bottom panel in Figure 2 also shows

the number of winning bidders. This number appears to have inreased on average, and

so has its variane. After 1997, it rarely happens that all bidders win a positive share in

the aution.

2.3 Desriptive Evidene

As the �rst step in our analysis, we run a di�erene-in-di�erene regression to assess the

e�et of inreased ompetition on Austrian government bond yields. We ompare Austrian

and German government bonds and assume that the yields of German government bonds

were not a�eted by Austria joining the EU. As Austria is a small ountry about a

tenth of the size and population of Germany, we onsider that this assumption is not

too strong. The German bonds are seleted so that they are similar to the Austrian

bonds with respet to their maturity. We then regress the yields of Austrian and German

4

Personal onversation with Maria Kuera from the OeKB.
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Figure 2: Number of Bidders (top panel) and Winning Bidders (bottom panel)
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government bonds on a dummy variable for Austria, one for autions after 1997 and an

interation between these two dummy variables. The interation may measure the e�et

of inreased ompetition. To ontrol for other determinants, we also inlude the maturity

of the bonds, in�ation, GDP growth, a time trend as well as the interation of the time

trend with autions after 1997 in our regressions. To aount for serial orrelation, we

inlude an autoregressive term of order one (Bertrand et al., 2004).

Table 2 reports the regression results. In Column (1), we report the results of our basi

spei�ation. The time trend is negative indiating that yields have dereased over the

years, while the time trend after the year 1997 is positive indiating that yields deline in

a less pronouned way. We also observe that the yields of Austrian government bonds are

on average 0.441 perentage points (44.1 basis points) higher than the yields of German

government bonds. The yields of all government bonds are by 2.021 perentage points

lower after joining the EU. The estimated e�et of inreased ompetition on Austrian
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government bonds is -0.511 perentage points. This is a rather strong e�et. We observe

that maturity, in�ation rate and GDP growth arry the expeted signs. A longer maturity

is assoiated with higher yields, i.e., an inrease in the maturity of a bond by one year

inreases the yield by 0.038 perentage points. GDP growth and in�ation also have a

positive e�et on yields. When in�ation inreases by one perent, the yields inrease by

0.155 perent, whereas when GDP grows by one perent, the yields inrease by 0.110

perent. The estimate of the AR(1) term is equal to 0.832 and signi�antly di�erent from

zero.

We next examine the robustness regarding the de�nition of the transition period.

In Column (2), we assume that the transition proess was already �nalized in the year

1996. None of our results hange signi�antly. The estimated e�et of the inreased

ompetition on Austrian government bonds is -0.498, only slightly larger than in our

preferred spei�ation. In Columns (3) and (4), we present the robustness of our estimates

to plaebo treatments. We might be onerned that the inrease in bidder numbers piks

up some additional unspei�ed time e�et in Austria or Germany. In partiular, we are

onerned about the general onvergene of interest rates in the euro area at the time.

To test for this, we use plaebo treatments. Similar to Blak et al. (2008) and Fort et al.

(2011), we introdue suh a treatment and add an hypothetial inrease in ompetition

before and after Austria atually joined the EU. These plaebo reforms should not have

had any impat on Austrian government bonds. If we �nd an impat, our results might

be driven by other unobserved mehanisms. Adding plaebos before (Column 3) and after

Austria joined the EU (Column 4) slightly alter the estimates of the original treatment,

but the estimated treatment e�et is still strong and signi�antly di�erent from zero.

To summarize, we �nd a signi�ant redution of about 50 basis points in Austrian

government bond yields after 1997. This e�et is rather large and a strong indiation that

ompetition may a�et yields and pries. The question is, whether we an really attribute

all to inreased ompetition, as the redued form approah does not aount for hanges
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Table 2: Di�erene-in-di�erene results

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

Constant 7.059 7.062 7.088 7.458

(0.201) (0.201) (0.219) (0.189)

Maturity 0.038 0.041 0.039 0.040

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

In�ation Rate 0.155 0.151 0.173 0.080

(0.032) (0.031) (0.033) (0.030)

GDP Growth 0.110 0.108 0.102 0.096

(0.017) (0.017) (0.018) (0.015)

Time trend -0.053 -0.053 -0.061 -0.057

(0.004) (0.004) (0.007) (0.004)

Time trend × Autions after Austria joining EU 0.040 0.038 0.048 0.059

(0.004) (0.004) (0.007) (0.004)

Austria 0.441 0.438 0.439 0.400

(0.076) (0.079) (0.095) (0.069)

Autions after Austria joining EU -2.021 -1.831 -2.262 -3.638

(0.211) (0.197) (0.290) (0.253)

Autions after Austria joining EU × Austria -0.511 -0.498 -0.537 -0.403

(0.096) (0.097) (0.140) (0.098)

Autions after Plaebo Date 0.225 -1.001

(0.173) (0.101)

Plaebo Date × Austria 0.028 -0.061

(0.163) (0.087)

AR(1) 0.832 0.815 0.830 0.839

(0.039) (0.039) (0.039) (0.037)

Observations 250 266 250 250

Adjusted R-squared 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.97

Note: The dependent variable is the yield of Austrian and German government bonds. Plaebo dates

are February 8, 1994 in Column (3) and April 6, 2004 in Column (4). In Column (2) we assume that

the transition proess was already �nalized at the end of 1996. In all other olumns, it is the year 1997.

Consequently there are more observations in (2). Standard errors are shown in parentheses below the

estimated oe�ients.

in the underlying bidders' valuations. To isolate the e�et of inreased ompetition and

to shed more light what may have happened in the absene of inreased ompetition, we

impose more struture in the following setion.
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3 Model and Estimation

We estimate bidders' valuations of the autioned bonds and alulate their surplus. In

this setion, we desribe the theoretial bidding model and how we estimate bidders'

valuations. We also show the basi estimation results and present evidene on estimated

valuations for the pre-EU period and post-EU period. In Setion 4, we then quantify the

e�et of ompetition.

3.1 Equilibrium Bidding in Share Autions

We onsider a model of bidding in the spirit of Wilson (1979). We losely follow Kastl

(2011), Hortaçsu and MAdams (2010), and Hortaçsu and Kastl (2012) taking into a-

ount the disreteness of bids.

Autions. There are T autions. Eah aution t = 1, ..., T is a disriminatory aution

of Qt arbitrarily divisible units.

Bidders. There are Nt potential bidders in aution t. Bidders in eah aution are

symmetri and risk-neutral with independent private values (IPV).

5

Marginal Valuations. Eah bidder reeives a private signal θi drawn from the distri-

bution F . Signals are distributed independently aross bidders as well as aross autions.

The marginal valuation funtion has the form vi(q, θit). It is inreasing in θit and weakly

dereasing in q. Hortaçsu and Kastl (2012) provide a formal method to test for the null

hypothesis of private values in the Bank of Canada's three-month treasury-bill autions,

and do not rejet private values in that appliation. Their test method relies on the spe-

i� institutional setup in the Canadian treasury market, whih is not present here. We

do however argue that their results provide support for our assumption of independent

private values in the ontext of government debt autions. It an reasonably be argued

5

The methodology in Kastl (2011) allows for asymmetries by introduing G di�erent groups of bidders

denoted by g suh that Nt =
∑G

g=1 N
g
t . Bidders are then assumed to be symmetri only onditional on

belonging to group g. Sine we ould not �nd obvious patterns in the data identifying di�erent groups

of bidders, we maintain the symmetry assumption.

12



that banks have idiosynrati shoks to their liquidity needs due to deposit �ows and the

orresponding reserve requirements. The assumption we impose in our empirial work is

that these shoks are independent onditional on observed maro and seondary market

onditions.

Gross Utility. Vi(q, θit) =
∫ q

0
vi(u, θit)du denotes bidder i's gross utility when she

reeived signal θit and she obtains quantity q.

Ation sets. Bidders are required to submit non-inreasing bid-shedules bit(.). In

partiular, we assume that eah bidder's ation set is a triple (bi,qi, Ki) where pries

bi and orresponding umulative quantities qi are vetors of dimension Ki and Ki is a

�nite natural number. We require for 1 ≤ k < Ki that qik < qik+1 and bik > bik+1 and

qik ∈ [0, Q̄] where Q̄ ≤ Q is the maximum quantity bidders are allowed to bid for.

Bid funtions. Bidders use pure symmetri strategies. Bidder i's pure strategy is a

mapping from private signals to the set of weakly dereasing bid funtions with Ki steps.

A bidder submits a non-dereasing step funtion yi(p|θi) =
∑Ki

k=1 qikI(p ∈ (bik+1, bik]),

where I is the indiator funtion (note that bik is dereasing in k) and biKi+1 = 0. The

funtion spei�es how muh a bidder of type θit demands at prie p.

We make two additional assumptions onsistent with the aution proedure. First,

we assume that whenever the market learing prie is not unique, the autioneer uses the

most favorable prie from her perspetive. Seond, bids at the lowest prie aepted (stop-

out prie) may be subjet to pro rata urtailments to provide for a preise representation

of the sheduled issue size.

Expeted payo�. Let all other bidders use strategies {yj(·|·)}j 6=i, and bidder i of type θi

use interim strategy yi(·|θi) suh that the vetor y(·|θ) = [y1(·|θ1), . . . , yN(·|θN)] denotes

the vetor of submitted bid shedules. Let Qc
i(θ,y(·|θ)) denote the quantity bidder i

obtains given state θ and that bidders are using strategy y(·|θ). Bidder i′s interim expeted

13



payo�s are given by

Πi(θi) = Eθ
−i

∫ Qc

i
(θ,y(·|θ))

0

vi(u, θi)du

−

Ki
∑

k=1

I(Qc
i(θ,y(·|θ)) > qik)(qik − qik−1)bik

−

Ki
∑

k=1

I(qik ≥ Qc
i(θ,y(·|θ)) > qik−1)(Q

c
i(θ,y(·|θ))− qik−1)bik, (1)

where qi0 = 0. The �rst term is the gross-utility the bidder obtains, the seond term

is what she pays for quantities on whih she is not rationed, and the last term is what

she pays on quantities on whih she is rationed. We assume that supply is non-random,

although the OeKB reserves the right to withdraw supply entirely. This happened one

during the sample period, when the yield resulting from the aution exeeded that of

Belgian yields.

6

Equilibrium. The equilibrium onept we use is Bayesian Nash equilibrium. A vetor

of strategies y(·|θ) onstitutes a Bayesian Nash equilibrium, if for all bidders i, yi(·|θi)

maximizes her expeted utility Πi(θi).

3.2 Estimation of Marginal Valuations

In this setion, we desribe how we infer the marginal valuations of bidders, vit. Let

P c(θ,y(·|θ)) denote the market learing prie assoiated with type vetor θ. Kastl (2012)

6

Belgium had historially higher yields beause of a onsiderably higher debt to GDP ratio than

Austria.
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shows that for all steps k but the last step Ki a bidder's bid funtion has to satisfy:

7

v(qik, θi) = bik +
Pr(bik+1 ≥ P c)

Pr(bik > P c > bik+1)
(bik − bik+1). (2)

To infer the valuations at the bid steps, we follow the resampling approah proposed

by Hortaçsu and MAdams (2010) and Kastl (2011). The idea is to use observed bid

funtions to estimate the distribution of the market learing prie P c
. Sine the bid steps

bk are also observed, this allows us to infer marginal valuations v(qik, θi) using (2).

1. Fix bidder i and her bid funtion yit(p) in aution t.

2. Draw Nt− 1 bid funtions with replaement from all bids and ompute the residual

supply Qt −
∑Nt−1

j=1 yj(p).

3. Compute the market learing prie P c
given bidder i′s bid funtion yit(p) and

whether bidder i would have won quantity qik at bid bik for all k.

4. Repeat 2.) and 3.) S times. This gives a distribution of market learing pries for

every bid funtion yit(p) and hene a estimate of both the numerator and denomi-

nator of the fration on the right hand side of equation (2).

We perform steps 1 to 4 for every bidder and every aution. The bids are sampled using a

four-dimensional kernel inluding aution-date, issue size, remaining maturity, and bidder

numbers in the kernel weights. We normalize bids by the seondary market yield of either

the autioned seurity or a lose substitute. We use S = 5000 resamples to estimate the

distribution of market learing pries.

Figure 3 shows 100 randomly drawn residual supply urves and the demand urve of

bidder 35 in Aution 21. Sine we are onsidering yield-tenders, we have reversed the

7

Rewriting the �rst order ondition illustrates the trade-o� a bidder faes at step k, equating the ost

and bene�t of demanding a lower quantity qik:

Pr(bik > P c > bik+1)(v(qik , θi)− bik) = Pr(bik+1 ≥ P c)(bik − bik+1).

The ost is the loss of surplus (v(qik , θi) − bik) in ase the market learing prie P c
is between bik and

bik+1 and the bene�t is the redued payment (bik−bik+1) in ase the market learing prie is below bik+1.
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y-axis to be onsistent with the exposition of the model. The �gure learly shows that

positive winning probabilities lie within a fairly narrow range.

Figure 3: Bid Funtion and Random Residual Supplies: Aution 21, Bidder 35
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The piture beomes even learer in Figure 4, whih shows that the distribution of the

stop-out prie on the left-hand panel has positive density over a range of 10 basis points.

About 90 perent of the mass, however, are over a range of 2 basis points only.

Figure 5 illustrates the estimated probability of winning at a spei� quantity-bid

ombination. Again, the probability of winning delines very steeply over a very small

range of yields, while for a large range that probability is very lose to zero or one.

Figure 6 shows a spei� bidder's bid funtion and her valuations in Aution 21.

Valuations for this bidder are up to 4 basis points above her bid. We alulate standard

errors of marginal valuations using a bootstrap. The reported standard errors in the paper

are from a sample of 200 estimates generated by repetitions of the estimation proedure

with a new bootstrap sample of bid funtions at eah round (see e.g. Table 3).

We also present evidene on the estimated valuations for the pre-EU period and post-
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Figure 4: Stop-out Yields, Bids: Aution 21, Bidder 35
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Figure 5: Distribution funtion
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EU period. The di�erene-in-di�erene regressions do not take into aount the e�et

on valuations. We thus normalize the valuations by German yields and show them in
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Figure 6: Bidder valuations: Aution 21, Bidder 35
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Figure 7. We observe a sharp distintion between the two periods and that the di�erene

between valuations and the German benhmark yield in the latter time period are lower

than before Austria joined the EU. We disuss potential explanations for this shift in

valuations one we have quanti�ed the e�et on surplus.

4 Quantifying the E�et of Competition

Based on the estimates, we now examine the surplus obtained by bidders in the two

di�erent time periods. Then, we deompose the hange in surplus of inreased ompetition

into a strategi e�et, due to more aggressive bidding, and a statistial e�et, due to

more draws of valuations among bidders. The aim is to quantify the e�et of inreased

ompetition following EU aession. Sine we annot atually ompute ounterfatual

equilibria, we ompare aution outomes under both regimes to a benhmark. To do this,

we estimate bidders' realized surplus from the autions.
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Figure 7: Distribution of Bidders' Valuations pre-EU Period and post-EU Period
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4.1 Estimating Bidder Surplus

For all autions t = 1, .., T , we estimate the ex-post surplus St earned by bidders. Let Qc
i

be the quantity alloated to bidder i,

St =

Nt
∑

i=1

Ki
∑

k=1

[

I(Qc
i > qik)(qik − qik−1)

+ I(qik ≥ Qc
i(θ,y(·|θ)) > qik−1)(Q

c
i(θ,y(·|θ))− qik−1)

]

· (v̂(qk)− bik) (3)

and divide this by the issue size Qt to make autions omparable.

This yields an estimate of the total ex-post surplus earned by bidders in eah aution.

To alulate the interim surplus we use the resampling proedure again. For eah bidder

i in aution t, we keep the bid shedule yit(p|θit) �xed and draw 5000 residual supply

urves. For eah of these draws we alulate the surplus using the estimated marginal

values. Finally, we average aross the draws to get the interim surplus of bidder i and

add up all the bidders' surpluses in eah aution. Table 3 reports our estimates of both
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the interim and ex-post surplus, over the whole sample period as well as for the periods

before and after EU aession. The interim surplus earned by bidders has dropped by

about 3.1 basis points or 78 perent (see Panel A). This is a measure in annual yields.

Beause average time to maturity and average volume inreased after 1997, we also report

the respetive numbers in million euro in Panel B. Here we onvert the di�erene between

valuation and bid in basis points into the volume weighted di�erene between valuation in

euro and prie paid. Aording to this measure the interim surplus dropped from 1.371 to

0.709 million euro or by 52 perent. The longer maturities and larger volumes thus result

in a somewhat smaller proportional drop in surplus when measured in euro. The results

for the ex-post surplus are slightly more pronouned. Obviously, surplus per bidder, but

also surplus per winning bidder, has delined even more. This is a sharp drop in surplus

from a very high level before EU aession to a level very muh in line with other studies

(see Kastl (2011)).

Table 3: Interim and Ex-Post Surplus Estimates

Interim Surplus Ex-Post Surplus

all pre-95 post-97 all pre-95 post-97

Statisti (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A. in basis points

Mean 1.5521 3.9881 0.8877 1.6798 4.5654 0.8928

Standard Error 0.0900 0.2896 0.0885 0.0944 0.2819 0.0974

95% 6.2891 15.2406 3.1614 7.5253 16.0790 3.9611

50% 0.6463 2.0484 0.4219 0.6155 2.2588 0.4456

5% 0.0109 0.0599 0.0079 0.0000 0.0203 0.0000

Panel B. in million euro

Mean 0.8510 1.3705 0.7093 0.9068 1.6290 0.7099

Standard Error 0.0628 0.1110 0.0757 0.0635 0.1090 0.0768

95% 2.8344 5.9545 2.4726 3.1945 6.1649 2.9087

50% 0.3315 0.8407 0.2862 0.3470 0.9981 0.3130

5% 0.0080 0.0198 0.0042 0.0000 0.0082 0.0000

# of autions 112 24 88 112 24 88

Note: Panel A reports estimates of bidder interim and ex-post surplus as the absolute di�erene of bids

and valuations in basis points. Panel B reports the orresponding volume weighted di�erene between

euro valuation and prie paid. Standard errors are alulated using 200 bootstrap repliations.
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To investigate what may be behind these results, we look at perentiles to obtain a

more detailed piture. Even before EU aession most autions resulted in very small

surplus estimates. However, autions where large surpluses have been obtained appear

to have beome less frequent after EU aession. Overall the variane of outomes has

been redued. Figure 8 illustrates the distribution of outomes as well. It shows that

the inreased ompetition has also stabilized government revenue. The estimated deline

in surplus appears of ourse small when ompared to the sharp drop in yields found

in the redued form regressions in Table 2, where we found a drop in yields of about

50 basis points. The gap an be explained by the aompanied hange in valuations

that ourred between the two time periods, as doumented in Figure 7. Valuations for

Austrian treasuries inreased after EU aession (yields have dropped) relative to German

bonds. The modes of the two distributions are roughly 35 basis points apart, explaining a

larger part of this gap. Presumably, Austrian bonds beame more liquid and substitutable

to other European bonds. For instane, only 30%

8

of Austrian sovereign debt was held

by foreign institutions in 1995. This number inreased to 80% by 2008.

9

Isolating the Statistial E�et

We want to quantify to what extent the ompetitive e�et is really due to more aggressive

bidding. Inreasing the number of bidders also results in an inrease in the number

of draws of valuations. Hene, even without more aggressive bidding there would be a

hange in surplus, simply beause extreme draws from the distribution of valuations would

beome more likely.

10

8

Annual Report of the Austrian Fisal Advisory Counil.

9

ECB, Statistial Data Warehouse.

10

This is readily illustrated in a �rst prie sealed bid aution with independent private values θi drawn

from Uniform[0, 1℄. Suppose we wish to onsider an inrease in the number of bidders from N1 to N2.

The expeted surplus of eah bidder hanges from

1
N1(N1+1) to

1
N2(N2+1) . Now, suppose that there are

atually N2 bidders but they bid as if they were only N1 bidders. In this ase the expeted surplus of

eah bidder would be

1
N1(N2+1) . A fration of

N2

N1+N2+1 of the hange in expeted surplus is then due to

what we all the statistial e�et.
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Figure 8: Distribution of bidder surplus aross autions
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After Austria joined the EU, the number of bidders has inreased on average by eleven,

from roughly 13 bidders to an average of more than 24 bidders. To alulate the statis-

tial e�et for autions before EU aession, we thus perform the following experiment,

employing again a resampling proedure similar to the one used in estimating marginal

values. For eah bidder i and eah aution t, we �x her demand. We randomly draw with

replaement Nt − 1 + 11 observed demand urves and ompute bidder i's surplus. We

average this surplus aross S = 5000 resamples. Summing over all bidders' surpluses gives

an estimate of the surplus in aution t. The di�erene between the atual surplus earned

and the surplus under the ounterfatual with eleven more bidders is a pure statistial

e�et of inreasing bidder numbers, as it ignores that bidding behavior will also hange

in response to inreased bidder numbers. We also perform the orresponding experiment

reduing the number of bidders by eleven for the period following EU aession. Figure

9 illustrates this statistial e�et.
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Figure 9: Statistial e�et

For illustrative purposes, we use linear bid funtions and assume that a hange in the

number of bidders only a�ets the interepts and not the slopes of the residual supply

funtion. When there are only 13 �rms, the market learing prie is given by the interse-

tion of a bidder's demand funtion and the residual supply (dotted line). Sine this is a

disriminatory aution, the bidder's surplus is given by the di�erene between valuation

and demand on items won, i.e. the sum of the dark grey area A and the light grey area

B. Now inreasing the number of bidders results in a redued residual supply given by

the dashed line, ausing a higher equilibrium stop-out prie (lower yield) and the bidder

winning a lower quantity. Its surplus is given the by the dark grey area A only. The

redution in surplus due to the statistial e�et is thus given by the light grey area B.

Table 4 presents the results. Columns (1) and (2) illustrate the e�et of inreasing

the atual number of bidders in eah pre-95 aution by eleven. In Panel A, we �nd that

just inreasing bidder numbers without hanging strategi behaviour before 1995 would

redue surplus by roughly 62 perent (going from 3.9881 basis points to 1.5230 basis

points). Panel B provides the e�et of inreasing ompetition in bidder surplus in million

euro. Inreasing the number of bidders dereases their surplus by 63% (going from 1.371

to 0.508 million euro). Columns (3) and (4) illustrate the e�et of reduing the number of
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Table 4: Interim and Counterfatual Surplus Estimates

Inreasing Dereasing

bidder # pre-95 bidder # post-97

ounter- ounter-

atual fatual atual fatual

Statisti (1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A. in basis points

Mean 3.9881 1.5230 0.8877 1.2841

Standard Error 0.2896 0.1747 0.0885 0.1026

95% 15.2406 7.1324 3.1614 4.4111

50% 2.0484 0.4485 0.4219 0.7298

5% 0.0599 0.0031 0.0079 0.0532

Panel B. in million euro

Mean 1.3705 0.5078 0.7093 1.0011

Standard Error 0.1110 0.0679 0.0757 0.0848

95% 5.9545 2.4137 2.4726 3.3282

50% 0.8407 0.1561 0.2862 0.4114

5% 0.0198 0.0012 0.0042 0.0296

# of autions 24 24 88 88

# of bidders 12.79 23.79 24.77 13.77

# of winning bidders 9.62 13.33 12.54 10.15

Note: Panel A reports interim and ounterfatual surplus as the absolute di�erene of bids and valuations

in basis points. Panel B reports the orresponding volume weighted di�erene between euro valuation

and prie paid. Columns (1) and (2) illustrate the e�et of inreasing the number of bidders in the pre-95

autions by eleven assuming bidding behaviour remains the same. Columns (3) and (4) illustrate the

e�et of reduing the number of bidders in the post-97 autions by eleven assuming bidding behaviour

remains the same. Standard errors are alulated using 200 bootstrap repliations.

bidders in the post-97 autions by eleven. Reduing bidder numbers by eleven after 1997

would inrease surplus in basis points (in million euro) by 45 (41) perent. Hene, the

strategi e�et through more aggressive bidding appears to aount for a large fration of

the estimated hange in surplus.

4.2 Evaluation of aution mehanism and alloative e�ieny

Finally, we examine how inreased ompetition has a�eted the e�ieny of the aution

mehanism. We ask how the disriminatory aution performs in terms of revenue (interest

paid and funds raised) and surplus (left to bidders) relative to the widespread alternative
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mehanism, namely a uniform aution. As in a disriminatory aution, the uniform

aution aggregates bids to �nd the market learing prie, but bidders pay the market

learing prie for all units they purhase. Whether a disriminatory aution is superior

to a uniform aution has been a long standing debate in the literature. Theoretially,

these aution formats annot be ranked (see e.g. Ausubel et al. (2015)) and it therefore

beomes an empirial question. While we annot solve for the equilibrium strategies in a

uniform aution, we onsider a hypothetial uniform prie aution with truthful bidding

(i.e. assuming that bidders bid their marginal valuations) as in Hortaçsu and MAdams

(2010).

11

Table 5 shows the di�erene in performane between the hypothetial uniform aution

and the disriminatory aution, both in terms of interest rates (basis points) and revenue

(million euro). Panel A illustrates the performane from the government's perspetive,

i.e. a redution in basis points is a favorable result for the government, orresponding to

inreased revenue in euros. Overall the hypothetial uniform aution does not perform

signi�antly better in terms of revenue (interest paid in terms of basis points).

12

How-

ever, Panel A also shows that before 1995, the hypothetial uniform would have saved

the government 1.3857 basis points (or inreased its revenue by 0.40 million euro). Af-

ter 1997, the di�erene beomes signi�antly negative indiating an advantage for the

disriminatory aution.

Panel B illustrates the e�ets of the alternative aution format on bidder surplus.

11

Kastl (2011) shows that when bidders are onstrained in the number of steps they bid, bidders may

submit bids above their marginal valuations (in our ase demand even lower interest on the government

bonds). To provide a more onservative evaluation of the relative e�ieny of the disriminatory aution,

we also onsider a hypothetial uniform aution where bidders bid vk at step k+1. As this is not de�ned
at the �rst step, we assume that the �rst bid is b1 = v1+(v1− v2). This results in even lower equilibrium

interest rates paid, and therefore an improvement in the relative performane of the uniform aution.

The detailed results for this experiment are available from the authors upon request.

12

Overall revenue di�erenes are negative both in basis points and euro (Columns 1 and 4), whih

appears ontraditory, as it suggests that the uniform format is good and bad for the government at

the same time. This seemingly odd fat is however driven by larger aution volumes and to a lesser

extent longer times to maturity in the post-97 period (see Table 1), whih are only aounted for when

omputing revenue in euro. A deomposition illustrating the e�ets of volumes and maturities is available

from the authors upon request.
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The uniform aution leaves bidders a .4554 basis points higher surplus on average over

the sample period. The di�erene in surplus is even larger under inreased ompetition

than before 1995. It may at �rst be surprising that the hypothetial uniform aution

an improve both revenue for the government and inrease bidders surplus as it is the

ase for the period before 1995. The reason is that under limited ompetition before EU

aession bidders were regularly shading bids even below the market learing prie heavily.

This leads to a re-alloation of shares to bidders with high valuations but bids below the

learing prie in the disriminatory aution. Bidders' surplus inreases, as they only pay

the uniform prie rather than their bid on inframarginal units won. The government

bene�ts from the higher market learing prie. After EU aession inreased ompetition

results in bidders shading muh less around the market learing prie. This limits the

sope for improving e�ieny through re-alloating units to bidders with high valuations

at marginal units. Moving to a uniform prie has a smaller e�et on the market learing

prie. While bidders bene�t from a lower prie on the inframarginal units, this results in

a loss in revenue for the government.

We �nally look at the alloative e�ieny of the disriminatory aution mehanism

by re-alloating the shares won to the highest inferred valuations. That is, we re-arrange

quantity bids by sorting them aording to our estimates of marginal valuations (as the

hypothetial uniform would do). The results are reported in olumns (1)-(3) of Table

6. We �nd that this mehanism would on average realloate 16% of quantities won.

This amount seems substantial at �rst and does not hange signi�antly with inreased

ompetition. We then look at the value weighted realloated share of total surplus, and

alulate the perentage hange in e�ieny due to the disriminatory aution in perent.

The results are reported in olumns (4)-(6) of Table 6. We see that the e�ieny inrease

from truthful bidding is very small, 0.09% before 1995, and 0.02% after 1997. Our results

for the post 1997 period are omparable to Hortaçsu and MAdams (2010), who report a

value of about 0.02%. If we add the hanges in bidders' surplus and revenues as reported
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Table 5: Aution mehanism

in basis points in Mill. euro

all pre-95 post-97 all pre-95 post-97

Statisti (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A. Revenue di�erene

Mean -0.1027 -1.3857 0.2472 -0.1029 0.3962 -0.2390

Standard Error 0.0878 0.3991 0.0199 0.0278 0.1161 0.0154

95% -3.1065 -11.6029 -0.5688 1.1042 4.1170 0.3694

50% 0.2466 0.2026 0.2512 -0.1431 -0.0694 -0.1619

5% 1.5009 2.6815 1.2598 -1.3366 -1.1594 -1.3801

Panel B. Surplus di�erene

Mean 0.4554 0.2302 0.5168 0.3641 0.0947 0.4375

Standard Error 0.0916 0.3844 0.0464 0.0388 0.1125 0.0376

95% 2.0562 5.7267 1.3373 1.4579 2.3152 1.4187

50% 0.4163 0.4079 0.4163 0.2959 0.1104 0.3225

5% -1.4373 -7.5849 0.0267 -0.6118 -2.9252 0.0330

# of autions 112 24 88 112 24 88

Note: This table reports the di�erene in performane between the hypothetial uniform aution and

the disriminatory aution. Panel A reports the e�et on government revenue; Panel B reports the e�et

on bidders' surplus. In olumns (1) - (3), we report the di�erene in basis points, while olumns (4) -

(6) show the di�erene in million euro valuation and prie paid. Surplus in basis points is the absolute

di�erene of yield bid and valuation. Surplus in euro is the orresponding volume weighted di�erene

between euro valuation and prie paid. Standard errors are alulated using 200 bootstrap repliations.

in Table 5, we see that the e�ieny loss equals on average 500, 000 euro per aution

before EU aession and 200, 000 euro per aution after 1997.

5 Conlusions

We have found redued form evidene that inreased ompetition via an inrease in the

number of bidders following EU aession has lowered average yields paid on Austrian

government bonds. We use reently developed methods to estimate bidders' marginal

values for the bonds purhased. Knowledge of the marginal valuations allows us to quan-

tify the e�et of inreased ompetition on bidder surplus. We �nd that overall surplus

dereases signi�antly, but by a muh smaller amount than what redued form regressions
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Table 6: Alloative e�ieny and total surplus

Alloation Total surplus

in perent

all pre-95 post-97 all pre-95 post-97

Statisti (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (5)

Mean 15.5243 18.1108 14.8189 0.0354 0.0928 0.0197

Standard Error 0.4498 0.9488 0.5239 0.0034 0.0083 0.0039

95% 42.9102 51.1668 41.5916 0.1729 0.5515 0.0819

50% 12.2900 14.5224 11.5844 0.0079 0.0255 0.0050

5% 0.0000 1.0660 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000

# of autions 112 24 88 112 24 88

Note: This table reports the perentage di�erene in alloation (olumns (1) - (3)) and total surplus

between the hypothetial uniform aution and the disriminatory aution (olumns (4) - (6)). Standard

errors are alulated using 200 bootstrap repliations.

would have suggested. A shift in the distribution of marginal valuations indiates that

Austrian bonds have also beome a more attrative produt due to inreased liquidity and

substitutability. This is mirrored by the fat that the share of Austrian sovereign debt

held by foreign institutions inreased by 50 perentage points between 1995 and 2008.

The hange in surplus itself appears to be largely due to more aggressive bidding. We

also �nd that while under limited ompetition before EU aession a hange in the aution

format may have improved surplus extration and e�ieny, under inreased ompetition

the question of aution format beomes less important.
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